6. Topic: Well-being
Description:
We have chosen the topic – well-being because it is really important to us to have a healthy lifestyle,
eat healthy, home-made food, which can be easily prepared. As a result we decided to create an
application – EasyMeal and share our ideas with everyone.
App Content:
EasyMeal is a user-friendly application which helps to preserve and collect recipes in one place.
Furthermore, it helps to find the recipe that is suitable for the user. The recipes are divided into
categories. In addition to that, the user will have an opportunity to type in the number of calories they
want to consume. The app has many recipes that have clear tutorials and useful information. Every user
who would like to share a creative idea or useful information with us, will have an opportunity to
contact us and submit his ideas online.
Stages of development
1. Creating the application sketch – we had to create the application design that would attract
people to use the application.
2. Research for competitors – the goal was to find whether similar or the same applications
already existed on the market.
3. Creating a storyboard and wireframe – we had to build a roadmap that will help the user to
understand the connection between each screen and how to navigate through the app.
4. Defining the back – drawing a sketch of our servers, API’s and data diagrams.
5. Testing the prototype – reverting to the wireframes. We had to ask experienced people to help
us review the prototype.
6. Checking for bugs and flaws – the idea was to check whether the app has any issues.
7. Promoting – to make the application popular, we decided to make a short demo, roadmap,
where people can see all the features of our application.
Goals:






Preserve and collect all the recipes in one place
Help people find a suitable meal by just typing in the number of calories he wants to consume
Give an opportunity to everyone to share their ideas and recipes
Deliver various media-rich recipes filled with easy-to-follow instructions, videos and mouthwatering food photographies
Create an easy to use and comfortable interface
Link to EasyMeal https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Nf_jtLgwfRo

